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CHAPTERS

DEFINING LUXURY

 W hat is luxury? In the highest form, luxury is a  

celebration of well-crafted beauty that combines  

dynamic performance with precision engineering. Luxury  

is also something that enriches your world, that saves  

you time, that makes your life more effortless. Luxury  

means creating experiences that are human, personalized,  

inspired and innovative. And when all of these attributes  

synthesize organically, the result is breathtaking, leaving us  

feeling seamlessly in control. That is the ultimate goal.  

Get ready to experience the new 2017 Lincoln Continental.
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The complex beauty of the 
Alhambra, created with the tk  
in mind for tktktk. 350 BCE

EXQUISITE
CRAFTSMANSHIP

craftsmanship that was forward-thinking 

and optimistic. His work mirrored what the 

great designers of the time were doing to  

allow form to follow function. We’ve evolved 

the guitars dramatically, but a lot of the core 

tenets still exist and they still resonate with 

people today. 

Leo created a product that was truly meant 

for musicians. Every single element of the de-

sign and craftsmanship is incredibly thought-

ful, which makes the end result a fluid piece of 

art that has endured the test of time. We live to 

serve the artist by developing unique features 

the artist finds important. To me, great crafts-

manship is when form follows function, a truly 

beautiful aesthetic with a utilitarian aspect. 

It’s important to remember that the 

Fender guitar is an object made from wood, 

and every piece of wood has its own story to 

tell. Each guitar is a little different because 

of the craftsmanship, because of the people 

who have put their hands on it. 

And then how the artists use the guitars 

can also change them. The Edge said this to 

me very eloquently. He looks at every gui-

tar he picks up and says, “There’s a song in 

here—I just have to figure out what it is.” 

T H E  F O U R  P I L L A R S  O F  L U X U R Y

Andy Mooney
CEO, Fender Musical  
Instruments Corporation

 IWAS 12 OR 13 WHEN I GOT MY FIRST FENDER,  

a guitar called the Music Master. It felt magical. The products we 

sell today come from the same designs that our founder Leo Fender 

developed back in the late fifties and early sixties, an era of American

E L E G A N T  D E S I G N

THE GRACEFUL LINES of  
a pair of well-crafted Fender  
guitars in the company,s factory. 
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LONDON 
WHERE BESPOKE DESIGN IS PUTTING A PERSONAL 

FLOURISH ON EVERYTHING AROUND YOU

L ondon is synonymous with craftsmanship by 

prestigious houses with royal warrants that 

have been fashioning wares for generations of  

aristocratic patrons, as well as brash leaders of the Cool 

Britannia movement. Bespoke can be applied to humble 

household goods and grand flights of fancy. 

David Armstrong-Jones, a.k.a. Viscount Linley  

(davidlinley.com), is both a member of Britain’s royal 

family and a talented creator of interior décor and ob-

jets d’art. At his flagship store on Pimlico Road, you’ll be 

tempted by skateboards laser-etched with images of Lon-

don’s skyline and furniture with intricate marquetry and 

secret drawers. “We apply the same principles of tailoring 

and engineering to interior design as we do to creating 

individual items of furniture,” says Linley. The company 

also has a highly skilled interior design team that works 

with clients to create and fine-tune ideas—be it a con-

temporary office, traditional urban hotel or Alpine chalet.

Entering the studio of hat designer Philip Treacy 

(philiptreacy.co.uk) is like opening a door to Wonder-

land, filled with feathers, silk flowers and wooden forms 

hand-carved by one of the remaining masters of milli-

nery. Each commission begins with a private fitting, then 

Treacy sets to work crafting a singular piece of art to wear 

atop your head. He has created women’s hats resembling 

swarms of butterflies and dashing trilbys for gentlemen. 

The final piece—carefully ensconced in a signature hot 

pink box emblazoned with his unicorn crest—is delivered 

to your palace. Or palace hotel.

While London’s East End is not a neighborhood 

usually associated with custom haberdashery, it has been 

home to Drake’s (drakes.com) since 1977, when it began 

producing sumptuous scarves and shawls for high-end 

tailoring houses and boutiques. At the small factory shop 

on aptly named Haberdasher Street, the knowledgeable 

staff will help you select fabrics for elegant made-to- 

order ties. Or you can visit the Clifford Street branch to be 

measured for their equally stylish range of bespoke shirts.

At Gladstone (gladstonelondon.com), founder John 

O’Sullivan embraces contemporary aesthetics while 

honoring the craftsmanship of the golden era of leather  

artisans. “I felt both the narrative and skills of older crafts-

men, who were being retired, needed to be preserved,” 

says O’Sullivan, who finds inspiration for his designs by 

scouring antique markets and vintage bookstalls. His G14 

bike bag is based on a WWII officer’s map carrier. The G23 

backpack pays homage to old military kits. 

In London, bespoke craftsmanship even extends to 

food. At Fera (feraatclaridges.co.uk), an art deco dining 

room at Claridge’s hotel, chef Simon Rogan revives little-

known British ingredients. The word fera means “wild” in 

Latin; the menus are inspired by ingredients sourced at 

Rogan’s own farm in the Lake District. He recently added 

Aulis, a six-seat research lab that offers guests a tasting 

menu based on whatever whimsy is invented in the chef 's 

study directly upstairs. A waiter will deliver a perfectly 

plated dish of raw scallops, perhaps followed by stout 

ice cream. You go away not only sated but also informed 

about the culinary history of the British Isles.   

by Shane Mitchell

CRAFTSMANSHIP  
Around the Globe

LONDON, TOKYO AND DETROIT COULDN’T BE MORE DIFFERENT, BUT THESE THREE CITIES HAVE ONE  

THING IN COMMON: THEY ARE HOME TO ARTISANS WHO ARE EMBRACING EXQUISITE CRAFTSMANSHIP AND  

RETHINKING THE PRODUCTS YOU USE EVERY DAY, FROM THE FOOD YOU EAT TO THE SPACES AROUND YOU.

C
raftsmanship, like creativity itself, is best ex-

pressed through the imagination and hands 

of skilled artisans, who may dedicate years to 

perfecting a single technique, playful flour-

ish or use of materials that could transform 

a craft dating back centuries—or one that 

barely existed yesterday. Here, we spin the globe and explore 

three cities that encourage and inspire their own mothers (and 

fathers) of invention, manifesting artistry in the worlds of fash-

ion, functional objects, architecture and food. There’s London, 

the British capital that’s home to generations of bespoke tailors, 

furniture makers and milliners; Tokyo, the Asian metropolis 

where futuristic designers of everything from jewelry to food 

are reinterpreting traditional Japanese culture; and Detroit, a 

city built on manufacturing that is witnessing a resurgence in 

the creation of everyday works of art.

E X Q U I S I T E  C R A F T S M A N S H I P

H AT S  A S  H I G H  
A RT  I N  L O N D O N

Haute couture milliner Philip Treacy 
creates fascinators that have been 
worn by everyone from European 
aristocracy to Hollywood starlets.

C U L I N A RY  
C R E AT I V I T Y

Working magic at Aulis, a small 
but powerful food innovation lab 
in London within Claridge,s hotel.

H A N D S O M E  A N D  
H A N D C R A F T E D

At Linley, the bespoke furniture  
is made following the same  
principles as clothes tailoring.  

M A D E  B Y  H A N D

TRADITIONAL TECHNIQUES are  
used to cut leather at Gladstone 
in London, which celebrates 
Britain’s design heritage. 
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TOKYO
FINDING THE NEXT WAVE OF CREATIVITY  

IN JAPAN'S TRAILBLAZING CAPITAL

J apan is known for its living treasures, masters 

of their crafts who toil away for a lifetime to 

achieve that status. But in Tokyo, the culture 

of craftsmanship is evolving in a futuristic way, with 

a new generation of artisans working across mul-

tiple mediums and platforms. Embracing both Zen 

minimalism and quirky maximalism, they are rein-

venting everything from product design to food.

Japanese rock star Yoshiki Harada grew up in 

a family that ran a kimono fabric shop. The clas-

sically trained musician has also branched out into 

the fashion world. Collaborating with one of the 

country’s oldest and most prestigious kimono mak-

ers, he launched his own brand at Tokyo Fashion 

Week. Yoshikimono (yoshikimono.com) is a futuris-

tic reimagining of Japan’s traditional costume with 

unconventional metallic and animal-print fabrics.

At Lucite Gallery (lucite-gallery.com), in a 

renovated house once owned by a famous geisha 

on the banks of the Sumida River, Akiko Yoneyama 

curates exhibitions of modern ceramics, tea utensils 

and sculpture. One aspiration for her gallery and 

café is to communicate and exchange ideas through 

art objects, either antique or modern. She also holds 

regular tea ceremony and lacquer classes. 

A walk through the public spaces of the Aman 

Tokyo (aman.com) is an immersive exploration of 

the best of Japanese craftsmanship, from the art 

on the hotel’s walls to the materials of its interiors. 

Just blocks from the Imperial Palace’s gardens, this 

property has a soaring lobby dominated by a rock 

garden and a 100-foot-high architectural feature 

that resembles the interior of a paper lantern. The 

guest rooms and suites are serenely uncluttered: 

Bleached-wood platform beds overlook the glitter-

ing cityscape. 

On a quiet street hidden away from the hustle 

of Tokyo, the tiny Nihonryori RyuGin (nihonryori-

ryugin.com/en) is an essential stop on a tour of the 

city’s craftsmanship scene—as well as a highlight on
 

any global food itinerary. Diners angle for a seat to 

experience chef Seiji Yamamoto’s poetic interpreta-

tions of kaiseki cuisine. (Yamamoto is so committed 

to his ingredients that he once did a CT scan of an 

eel to better understand how to carve it.) Guests 

must follow protocol in order to treasure both the 

food and the rare dishes on which it is served. The 

rule: Leave your camera behind. “Accidentally drop-

ping the camera and ending the life of the tableware 

will bring us to tears,” the restaurant explains. “The 

tableware is living history of the craftsman who 

made them and are irreplaceable treasures.”

DETROIT
MODERN ARTISANSHIP THAT REFERENCES THIS 

CITY'S RICH MANUFACTURING HERITAGE

D  etroit has become a magnet for next-generation  

artisans and industrial designers who take the 

phrase “made in America” to heart. Encouraged 

by a resurgence of craftsmanship in a city with strong 

manufacturing roots, these urban pioneers are creating 

startups that celebrate classic elements of design.

Walk into Smith Shop (smithshopdetroit.com) at 

Ponyride, an inspirational incubator in a converted ware-

house in Detroit’s historic Corktown district, and you’ll 

spy blacksmiths Gabriel Craig and Amy Weiks and their 

team of artisans hand-forging jewelry, silverware, archi-

tectural metalwork and a line of kitchen utensils that  

references sturdy colonial-era utensils. “We see our-

selves in a continuum of craftsmanship and measure our  

designs against metalwork throughout history,” says Craig.  

At the Detroit Watch Company (detroitwatchco 

.com), founders Patrick and Amy Ayoub pay homage 

to the history of their adopted hometown with hand- 

assembled watches. The M1-Woodward chronograph 

honors a Detroit thoroughfare that became synonymous 

with street racing back in the 1950s. It has a complex face 

in a shade of blue that evokes maps of discovery. Strap-

ping one of the company’s stitched calfskin leather bands 

to your wrist is a tactile thrill.

Another artisan honoring the past through his 

designs is Eric Yelsma, founder of Detroit Denim  

(detroitdenim.com). His small team of stitchers and 

leatherworkers craft custom-cut jeans at a factory in 

emerging Rivertown. They use raw selvedge denim wo-

ven on traditional looms, engraved copper buttons and 

hand-stamped leather patches. Yelsma recommends 

treating your jeans like a coat: “Wear often. Work hard. 

Wash rarely.” Pulling on a pair of these jeans is like star-

ring in the film The Wild One—always distinctive, full of 

character and contrast, and never out of style.

SHANE MITCHELL is author of the book Far Afield: Rare Food 

Encounters from Around the World (Ten Speed Press).

O
ne step into jeweler James de Givenchy’s New York atelier, and 

it’s clear that every detail is considered, from a Buddha statue 

draped with beads to the wood and lacquer display cases in a 

custom shade of tomato-coral. His innate sense of style owes 

much to his lineage: His uncle is the namesake behind the famous fashion 

house. But in the 20 years since this de Givenchy founded his jewelry line, 

Taffin (taffin.com), he has created his own distinct aesthetic, one that jux-

taposes color-saturated gemstones with unexpected settings and materials.

This fantastical world is on display in the new book, Taffin (Rizzoli), a 

lush tome that is as carefully curated as de Givenchy’s showroom. 

“It was incredible to look back at everything we’ve done,” he says, the 

“we” referring to his team of 10 craftsmen. These artisans are de Givenchy’s 

secret weapon, dedicated to specific techniques ranging from stone cutting 

and polishing to metalsmithing. These crafts are known as “benchwork,” re-

ferring to a jeweler’s workstation, and training can require years of appren-

ticeship before a worker even touches a stone. 

“Craftsmanship, to me, is about control,” says de Givenchy. “It’s about 

being able to control the process from start to finish.” For de Givenchy, that 

means starting with the stone and working side by side with his cutters to 

find the perfect fit for his sketches. “There’s a lot of trust between myself and 

the cutters,” he says. “I am always pushing the limits of what can be done.” 

Though many of de Givenchy’s designs are stone-centric, materials like 

ceramic and steel help distinguish his designs. The ceramic cutting must be 

done as precisely as the cutting of a stone, de Givenchy says. It took months 

for his craftsmen to figure out how to use the ceramic machine, and it’s still 

a learning process. “Every piece is one of a kind, so the process is different 

every single time,” he says. The results are true works of art.

SHANNON ADDUCCI is an expert on jewelry who writes for Departures.

T U R N I N G  B A C K  
T I M E  I N  D E T R O I T

DETROIT WATCH COMPANY 
founders Patrick and Amy Ayoub 
design every component of their 
timepieces, down to the cases,  
dials, hands and crowns. 

S I M P L I C I T Y  R U L E S  
I N  T O K Y O

THE AMAN TOKYO is reigniting  
Japanese cuisine by rethinking the  
artistry surrounding the way food is  
consumed, including the traditional  
afternoon tea service.

F O R G I N G  A H E A D

AT SMITH SHOP IN DETROIT, the artisans hand-forge architectural  
metalwork that references sturdy colonial-era pieces. 

FOR JEWELRY DESIGNER JAMES DE GIVENCHY, CRAFTSMANSHIP  

LIES IN THE DETAILS OF EXQUISITELY CUT GEMS.

by Shannon Adducci

JAPAN IS KNOWN FOR 
ITS LIVING TREASURES, 
MASTERS OF THEIR 
CRAFTS WHO TOIL AWAY 
FOR A LIFETIME. 

M A S T E R  C R A F T S M A N

JAMES DE GIVENCHY creates  
jewelry that is simultaneously 
abstract and whimsical.

JA PA N E S E  M O D E R N I S M

A STONE TUB in a suite at the Aman Tokyo 
has a dramatic view of the city skyline.
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brings it together and looks unbeatable. It’s 

about getting the equation formulated, then for-

getting it all and letting instinct take over. 

I’m always looking for the best way to do 

things. With the Kelly Slater Wave Company, I 

worked with a team of engineers for 10 years to 

create the perfect man-made wave. I wanted to 

make a wave where the variables are created in 

the exact way they’re envisioned in my head. It 

has flawless shape from takeoff to finish. 

I love utopian ideas and questioning norms. 

This is why I started Outerknown, a clothing 

line born on challenging the traditional pro-

cess. We created a company that is sustainable 

from the ground up. We try to use innovative 

material, and we’ve taken the time to build a 

responsible supply chain that takes care of its 

workers. People don’t buy clothes just because 

they’re sustainable, so we know we need to make 

the best quality products. Being a professional 

surfer means I travel constantly, so the clothes 

have to work well in lots of situations. 

A good surfing experience is like some sort 

of physical Zen when it comes together: All the 

pieces work to create something better than what 

has ever been there before. That philosophy rep-

resents my mindset across everything I do, and 

applying that is what performance is for me.

DYNAMIC
PERFORMANCE

T H E  F O U R  P I L L A R S  O F  L U X U R Y

Kelly Slater
11-time world champion 
surfer and founder,
Outerknown

 S URFING TAPS INTO NATURE IN A DIFFERENT WAY  

than most physical activities—it is a combination of intuition and 

the feeling of what’s going to happen. I’ve seen people with all the talent in 

the world not be able to use it properly in competition, then the underdog

R AW  P O W E R

SURFER KELLY SLATER rides  
a wave in a pair of trunks by  
Outerknown, his new clothing line. TO
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D Y N A M I C  P E R F O R M A N C E

by Jeff Wise

the

FUTURE 
of 

FLIGHT 
THE AIRLINE INDUSTRY IS REIMAGINING ITSELF TO MAXIMIZE 

PERFORMANCE, FROM A SUPERSONIC PRIVATE JET TO 
PERSONAL AIR VEHICLES. THE SKY IS TRULY THE LIMIT. 

S U P E R S O N I C  F L I G H T

AERION HAS PLANS for a $120  
million business jet that has been  
called the "son of Concorde,"  
shaving three hours off a flight  
across the Atlantic.

A 
t heart, modern air travel isn’t much different than it 

was in its earliest days: We still trek to airports to climb 

aboard long metal tubes with wings and a couple of en-

gines attached. But all that’s about to change. Radical 

technologies are currently on the drawing board that 

will take us where we’re going faster, more safely and 

more comfortably than ever before. 

In the future, new materials will also allow aeronautical engineers to 

move beyond the rigid outlines of today and create innovative airplanes that 

change shape to optimize performance at every speed and altitude, in much 

the same way that birds fan or tuck their feathers depending on whether 

they’re soaring, diving or landing. Darren Hartl, a professor of aerospace en-

gineering at Texas A&M University, is researching “active” materials that can 

continuously morph into new forms. “Very small changes in the shape of a 

wing could change noise and drag substantially,” he says. 

If shape-shifting airframes seem a wild concept, Airbus has put forth a 

vision that’s even more radical. Called the “The Concept Plane,” this idea aims 

to tap the technology of the 2050s and beyond, when nanotechnology and 

bioengineering may allow designers to grow their concepts from the molecu-

lar level up. Structures that mimic the curve of an insect carapace and skins 

thin enough to become transparent could create the illusion that the plane 

has disappeared and the passengers are soaring in the open air.

The aircraft of the future will fly faster, too. The startup Aerion is plan-

ning to build a sleek $120 million supersonic business jet called the AS2 that 

can fly 4,750 miles at speeds up to Mach 1.5, saving travelers three hours 
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across the Atlantic and six hours or more across Pa-

cific routes. Aerion hopes to build and fly the first 

prototype by 2021 and have the plane in service by 

2023. This supersonic jet will provide the ultimate 

comfort, too, with finely crafted interiors.

The skies of tomorrow won’t just look very dif-

ferent—they’ll sound different too. Researchers are 

studying how to make supersonic travel more prac-

ticable by muffling the irksome sonic boom. The 

now-defunct Concorde was so noisy that it was only 

allowed to go supersonic over the open ocean. “The 

goal is to make a supersonic plane quiet enough that 

it can go anywhere, not just from New York to Lon-

don,” says Texas A&M’s Hartl. 

Of course, supersonic travel isn’t the only way 

to boost performance. Helicopters have been the go-

to solution for point-to-point air travel for 70 years, 

but compared with fixed-wing aircraft, they’re slow, 

expensive and inefficient. The next generation of 

vertical flight will be descendants of the military’s 

Osprey tilt-rotor aircraft. Taking off vertically like a 

helicopter, their rotors will swing forward in midair, 

similar to the experience of a turboprop airplane. 

The wing provides additional lift so you get incred-

ible speed, range and fuel efficiency. Helicopter 

manufacturer Leonardo has been working to bring 

the AW609 civilian tilt-rotor to market by late 2017 

or early 2018. With seating for six passengers, the 

AW609 can take off from a rooftop and then travel 

more than 700 nautical miles at a cruise speed of 275 

knots. Already, Leonardo has over 60 agreements in 

place from future customers.

A different kind of performance will be re-

quired to bring passengers across the ultimate avia-

tion barrier: the edge of the atmosphere. Until now, 

the only way for a private citizen to get to space has 

been to pay millions of dollars to hitch a ride aboard 

a Russian rocket. But the long-anticipated dawn 

of true commercial spaceflight is fast approaching, 

thanks to two groundbreaking companies. 

Virgin Galactic is conducting flight tests of 

SpaceShipTwo, a six-passenger vehicle designed to 

be dropped from a mothership at 50,000 feet and 

then blasted to an altitude of 68 miles before de-

scending and gliding to a runway landing. Tickets 

are priced at a cool $250,000 per person. 

Blue Origin is a serious player, too, with its 

own suborbital spacecraft, New Shepard, which has 

been undergoing unmanned trials. This invention is  

reusable and designed to return to earth and settle 

vertically on the thrust of its rockets. 

Aeronautical innovation isn’t just about going 

further, faster and higher. Engineers have to think 

about the environment in which passengers will fly. 

With global warming an increasing concern, com-

panies like Airbus are fast-tracking research into 

T H E  F U T U R E  I S  N O W

A CIVILIAN TILT-ROTOR, the 
AW609, above left, will be able to 
travel more than 700 nautical miles 
at a cruise speed of 275 knots.  

THE INTERIORS OF the Aerion 
AS2, above center, will feature  
luxurious, finely crafted materials.

SUBORBITAL TRAVEL is on the  
horizon thanks to Blue Origin, 
which has entered the space  
race, above right.
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battery-powered electric airplanes that produce 

zero carbon emissions. Last year, Airbus’ E-Fan 

electric airplane crossed the English Channel in a 

history-making 37-minute flight. 

“Electric is the future,” says Dr. Brien Seeley, 

president of the Sustainable Aviation Foundation. 

It not only cuts fuel costs, but electric transporta-

tion is also quieter and promises greater reliability 

than conventional fuel-burning propulsion. And if 

you think an electric aircraft can’t possibly go very 

far, consider that this past July, an experimental 

plane whose solar-panel–covered wings effectively 

refuel it in midair became the first airplane to travel 

around the world on electrical power alone.

The challenge with electric aircraft is that, 

with current technology, batteries weigh a lot for 

the amount of energy they contain. That means that 

electric airplanes have to be as efficient as physically 

possible. That goal has been helped enormously by 

improvements in material technology, which allow 

aircraft structures to be stronger, lighter and tai-

lored to the specific needs of each part. 

Ultimately, all of these advances could help 

usher in the ultimate aeronautical disruption of our 

lifetime: the development of the true Personal Air 

Vehicle. The vision, says Seeley, is a fleet of inexpen-

sive, self-flying and trustworthy transport aircraft. In 

much the way that you summon a car service today, 

travelers in the future will be able to dial up an air 

taxi that can land in a space the size of a large soccer 

field, pick up one or two riders and whisk them away 

to their destination. 

Such a vehicle would usher in a radical in-

novation: Ordinary people can fly at will from just 

about anywhere to just about anyplace with no fear 

of ever getting stuck in traffic. One vision for this is 

a single-passenger, pilotless 

quadcopter that recently ap-

peared in the form of a pro-

totype at a trade show. No 

piloting skill will be neces-

sary: You can plan your trip 

via an app on your smart-

phone and a robot aircraft 

arrives to whisk you away.

Significant engineer-

ing challenges remain to 

be solved before these designs become reality. But 

with the pace of technological advancement accel-

erating, those hurdles may fall more quickly than 

you’d expect. Aviation, born in the last century, will 

find its ultimate expression in this one. 

JEFF WISE is a science journalist specializing in aviation 

and psychology. He is the author of the Kindle Single The 

Plane That Wasn’t There: Why We Haven’t Found MH370.

AERONAUTICAL 
INNOVATION ISN’T 
JUST ABOUT GOING 
FURTHER, FASTER 
AND HIGHER. 
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mer Games in Rio de Janeiro. “Others bend with 

the water a bit more.” 

The most successful boats generally contain a 

blend of these qualities that ideally suits the crew 

rowing them. This kind of tactile precision, of en-

gaging connectedness between human and ma-

chine, is key to the experience of being a successful 

elite-level rower. There are myriad moving pieces in 

a vessel like the one Musnicki uses. But they all have 

to function, in every moment, in harmony.

“The boat’s speed is highly dependent on every-

one doing the same thing together at the same time,” 

Musnicki says. “There are no individual superstars 

in rowing. If you’re rowing a boat and you’re stand-

ing out, you’re doing it wrong.”

In order to achieve the optimal and most dy-

namic performance, a rower must put their oar 

(known as a blade) in the water for the optimal 

length of stroke, and position their bodies through 

the range of motion to maximize the load that 

they’re putting on the blade.

“This, essentially, is what propels the boat  

forward,” says Musnicki. “To make the boat go the 

fastest, obviously you have to have power, strength 

and endurance.” But there’s a very technical aspect 

to all of this as well, she explains.

In rowing, connectedness between these ath-

letes is essential. They must know how to work to-

gether not just physically to move the boat fast, but 

also on an elemental emotional level. 

“We are constantly motivating and pushing 

each other,” Musnicki says. She admits that they also 

“know how to push each other’s buttons.” And this is 

not a bad thing. “When one of us is having a bad day, 

we see that, and we try to pick that person up and 

get them through.”

“Flow” is how Musnicki describes the resultant 

synergy in rowing: an almost meditative mental 

and physical space where everything is going right, 

where something larger transcends the pain of the 

impossibly hard work. When this occurs, when 

Musnicki and her teammates are clicking with one 

another and with their boat, it is like nothing else 

she has ever experienced.

“You can hear the water run under the boat. 

The boat lifts up and sits on top of the water, and 

you can feel it move underneath you,” Musnicki 

says. “It’s just phenomenal.”

BRETT BERK writes about topics ranging from cars and 

politics to popular culture. His work has appeared in  

Travel + Leisure and Departures.

T
he graceful and potent sport of 

rowing, also called crew, traces 

its roots back thousands of 

years, as evidenced in how it is 

represented in the art and the 

history of ancient Egypt. It was 

first popularized in Europe during the Middle Ages 

and in the United States in the early 19th century. 

Rowing has been recognized as a world-class 

sport since 1896, which marked the birth of the 

modern Games. Today, at the most elite levels of 

competition, a boat’s design is limited only by mini-

mum length and weight requirement. The craft’s 

overall structure and appearance are dictated by the 

need to go fast, not to mention physics and aqua-

dynamics. But its lightweight carbon-fiber polymer 

construction—its deep engineering—is strongly in-

fluenced by the personal preference of the rowers 

who are operating these finely tuned crafts.

“Some boats are stiffer than others,” says two-

time gold medalist rower Meghan Musnicki, 33, 

who is fresh off her team’s win in the 2016 Sum-

Pinnacle of  

PERFORMANCE
IN ROWING, POWER, STRENGTH AND TECHNIQUE INTERSECT TO CREATE AN EFFORTLESS-LOOKING 

SPORT. A CHAMPION ROWER GIVES A BEHIND-THE-SCENES LOOK AT HOW A BOAT BECOMES ONE 

WITH THE WATER, THANKS TO A TEAM OPERATING AS A PERFECTLY TUNED MACHINE.

by Brett Berk • illustration by Beau Daniels
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EXCLUSIVE  
EXPERIENCE 

safaris with my friend, Tony Church. I then went 

on to find gorillas in the Congo, and we were the 

first to bring travelers to see them on my safaris, 

which I labeled “off the beaten path.”

I like to think I am always carving new 

roads and trying to be a visionary. People don’t 

even know what they want, and I help them do 

what they could never possibly dream of doing 

beyond their wildest expectations. These are 

life-changing experiences.

And here’s the thing about an incredible 

experience: You find yourself gliding. There-

fore, you relax. And the more you relax, the less 

stressed you become, and you glide. That opens 

up room in the mind to take in everything that 

surrounds you like a sponge, to really savor it.

On a recent Abercrombie & Kent jour-

ney by private jet to Samarkand in Uzbeki-

stan, we flew in a 100-piece orchestra from 

Tashkent. We had blocked off Registan Square 

exclusively for ourselves, and the musicians 

played under the full moon during an incred-

ibly delicious dinner with great food and wine.  

Everyone was crying. We etched an emotional 

experience in their memories, and when you 

carve a memory like this in stone, it becomes in-

escapable. You will never forget.

T H E  F O U R  P I L L A R S  O F  L U X U R Y

 I STARTED ABERCROMBIE & KENT IN EAST AFRICA ALL those 

years ago with my parents because I realized that normal travel was 

quite boring. I created a luxury mobile tented safari, which had never been 

done, and that gave me the ability to introduce the first horseback-riding  
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M E M O R I E S  T O  L A S T

NATURE UP CLOSE and personal on 
a safari at Sanctuary Chief’s Camp in 
Botswana’s Okavango Delta.
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Geoffrey Kent
Chairman & CEO, 
Abercrombie & Kent
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DON’T ASK FOR A MENU. A NEW GENERATION OF BARTENDERS KNOW 

EXACTLY WHAT YOU WANT IN YOUR (VERY PERSONALIZED) DRINK. 

 H
ow many times have you taken a seat at a 

bar and when the bartender asks, “What’s 

your pleasure?” you start to answer, then 

realize you’re not quite sure? If you ask 

the professionals who pose that question, 

they’ll tell you it happens all the time. But 

what separates the good bartenders from the best is their abil-

ity to figure out what you want, even if you have no idea. These 

intuitive mixologists blend intuition, science and the ability to 

read your nonverbal cues to create personalized cocktails that 

elevate the craft of drink making.

“I recently had a request for a drink that was ‘very fruity, 

but not too sweet,’” recalls bartender Alex Howell, talking 

about a patron who was lucky enough to nab one of the six 

plush stools at the Gold Bar at Menton, a serene saloon in Bos-

ton’s burgeoning Fort Point neighborhood.

It’s a place where you might not expect to have much 

latitude with the bartenders, who employ polish, pedigree and 

brass-plated cocktail shakers to fill the gold-rimmed stemware. 

But if you’re simply not feeling in the mood for one of the dozen 

drinks on the menu, the bartenders there not only don’t mind 

going off-menu, they actually enjoy the process of figuring it out.

Howell asked this particular customer if she had any 

spirit preferences, and she said her only request was “nothing 

whiskey-based.” He dug deep into his mental cocktail Rolo-

dex and landed on the modern classic Theresa #1 because, in 

his words, the drink is extremely fruity with crème de cassis, 

but supremely balanced by Campari and lime. “When I go off 

menu and I have that much free rein, I often like to surprise 

the guest with a spirit choice they would have never otherwise 

considered,” says Howell. 

Jillian Vose, beverage director at The Dead Rabbit Gro-

cery and Grog in New York, collaborated with owners Sean 

Muldoon and Jack McGarry, as well as head bartender Jesse 

Vida, on the 40 libations featured on the menu at their new 

Manhattan bar, BlackTail at Pier A. “We designed our menus 

to be easy to navigate, but in some cases, people don’t want to 

look through a menu or just want to engage with the bartend-

er to get the right drink,” says Vose. “It’s important for guests 

to realize they can have what they want simply by asking.”

So how does Vose go about creating a personalized 

cocktail? “I ask them questions like, What’s your favorite ce-

real? Ice cream flavor? For dessert, do you opt for cheese or 

sweets?” For more discerning yet noncommittal guests, she 

takes it further in mixology parlance: 

Q  Would you prefer something bright and refreshing or 

something stirred and spirit-forward?

A   Well, I don’t know, I don’t like sweet...

Q   All right, well, would you pick a whiskey sour or a Man-

hattan if they were put in front of you?

A  Whiskey sour. 

Q  Great, now we're getting somewhere! Let’s talk flavors 

now. What are your favorite fruits? Do you like berries? 

“Usually after this, the bartender has a pretty good idea 

of what type of drink the person is going to like from their 

drink options or classics,” says Vose. Like many bartenders 

who dream up their own drinks, she keeps them in her pro-

verbial back pocket, able to reach for them as springboards 

whenever guests don’t know where to begin. 

At Restaurant 1833 in Monterey, California, head mixol-

ogist Josh Perry is another mind reader who recounts similar 

conversations with undecided guests and reduces this philos-

ophy down to its very essence: “Our mantra is: Whatever you 

want—all you have to do is ask.” 

So, back to your cocktail. What’s your pleasure?

ANTHONY GIGLIO is a wine and spirits contributor to FOOD & WINE 

and author of 11 books, including Cocktails in New York (Rizzoli).
The complex beauty of the 
Alhambra, created with the tk  
in mind for tktktk. 350 BCE Ut 
mint praovitas re volo bea

by Anthony Giglio • photographs by Grant Cornett

Intuitive 
MIXOLOGY 

E X C L U S I V E  E X P E R I E N C E

MARY PICKFORD For BlackTail, Jillian Vose put her own spin on the classic Mary Pickford, adding  
citrus and hibiscus-flavored Burlesque Bitters. Perfect for a guest with a modern palate.

TRANSCENDENTALIST Howell designed this concoction for someone who insisted she had  
“never had a ‘good’ gin-based cocktail.” The result: an approachable drink with (surprise!) gin. 

BELMONT STAKES A regular who loved Manhattans and wanted to try something new inspired Alex 
Howell to riff on the standard by using walnut-flavored Nocino and Punt e Mes, a bitter vermouth.  

GOD IS A DJ Vose dreamed up a spice lover’s cocktail for The Dead Rabbit, making toasted  
sesame-infused Irish whisky, combined with the essence of cinnamon, maple syrup and banana. 
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IT’S 10 P.M. ON TUESDAY NIGHT, AND A 
diverse group of entrepreneurs and artists are sipping 

martinis at The Musto Bar, a sexy lounge hidden behind 

a secret bookcase at The Battery in San Francisco. 

Earlier that evening in The Battery’s Wine Cellar, they 

enjoyed a meal of hamachi crudo and green peppercorn-

crusted filet, chatting with other diners during a lightly 

curated conversation moderated by a local design expert.

Set in a former warehouse in San Francisco’s newly 

chic Financial District, The Battery is a modern mem-

bers club inspired by today’s passion for social network-

ing, playing host to bright minds with big ideas. In fact, 

its founders created one of the first social-networking 

websites. “This is a place where our members can find 

Welcome to
THE CLUB

common ground, grow relationships and have unique 

experiences they wouldn’t be able to do otherwise,” says 

Joe Holcomb, membership manager at The Battery.

And The Battery isn’t alone. From Buenos Aires to 

Tokyo, a new generation of private clubs is proliferating, 

providing members with an eclectic array of networks 

and experiences and access to a community of kindred 

spirits. These are stylish spaces with farm-to-table restau-

rants, yoga studios and screening rooms. Whatever your 

passion, there’s a club for you.

Take Spring Place in New York City, an inviting spot 

that serves up diverse cultural programming along with 

shared working spaces. Or KEE Club in Hong Kong, 

which hosts fashion shows and networking nights. In 

West Hollywood, London’s Arts Club has plans to open 

an outpost on the Sunset Strip in partnership with an 

award-winning actress. Its amenities will include a roof-

top swimming pool and an art gallery.

So what’s the appeal? “Everybody wants to be a part 

of something exclusive and feel special,” says Holcomb.

And unlike private clubs of the past, which required 

a certain pedigree, these new spots are breaking the mold 

and are all about inclusivity and laid-back luxury. “Any-

one who is fun, unique and adds to the diversity could 

make a great member,” says Holcomb.

LAURA BEGLEY BLOOM writes for FOOD & WINE and is the 

former deputy editor of Travel + Leisure.
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T H E  B AT T E RY 
717 Battery St., San Francisco

Created by the founders of one of the original social network-
ing sites, The Battery was inspired by cool clubs in London. It 
aims to feel like a home away from home for its members, with 
a spa, a wine-tasting room, several bars and a restaurant—plus 
15 hotel rooms that can be rented by non-members, giving 
anyone access to everything The Battery has to offer.

T H E  C L U B H O U S E
Costa Rica 4651, Buenos Aires

This chic Argentinian club is your ticket to underground art  
exhibits, dinners with acclaimed international chefs, film 
screenings and pool parties. The club is housed in a con-
verted four-story manor in the trendy Palermo Soho neighbor-
hood; there are also five luxe guest rooms for members who 
want to stay the night. Members also enjoy reciprocal access 
at several other in-the-know clubs around the world.

S P R I N G  P L A C E 
6 St. Johns Lane, New York City

Spring Place embodies the hardworking ethos of its city. 
While it shares the luxury amenities common to member-
ship clubs—trendy bar, plush sunken living room, glamorous 
rooftop—it places special emphasis on creating dynamic, 
modern co-working spaces. It also hosts an array of events 
like runway shows and panel discussions.

K E E  C L U B
6/F, 32 Wellington St., Central, Hong Kong

At one of Asia’s most in-demand clubs, East meets West in the 
crowd and the design—rich leather furniture, polished wood 
interiors, Chinese tapestries. Amenities include a full-service 
dining room, a bar and a stately 1950s-style library. Events for 
members include wine tastings, fashion shows, DJ parties and 
networking nights hosted by the global glitterati. 

R O P P O N G I  H I L L S  C L U B
Roppongi Hills Mori Tower, Tokyo

From the 51st floor of a towering skyscraper in the center of 
Tokyo, members can enjoy breathtaking views of the bustling 
metropolis. Inside, there are two bars and seven trendy res-
taurants, ranging from sushi to French. The club also arranges 
cultural offerings like gallery tours and film screenings to spark 
collaboration among members.

T H E  A RT S  C L U B 
40 Dover St., London

This prestigious club was founded in 1863 as a 
gathering place to promote discussion of the 
arts, literature and sciences. The Arts Club stays 
true to that mission today, serving as a hub for 
many of England’s foremost writers, artists and 
scientists and hosting performances and events 
to foster dialogue and collaboration among mem-
bers. Amenities include a hotel with 16 rooms and 
suites, stunning garden, two bars and a nightclub.
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THERE’S A NEW FORM OF SOCIAL NETWORKING HAPPENING AT PRIVATE 

MEMBERS CLUBS, WHICH ARE BEING REINVENTED FOR THE MODERN ERA. 

HERE, WE EXPLORE THEIR APPEAL AND MAP OUT THE TOP SPOTS.
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PRECISION
ENGINEERING

Laboratory beginning in the 1940s. These women 

inspired me to write my book Hidden Figures 

(William Morrow), detailing their untold contri-

butions to American aeronautics, which is being 

turned into a movie.

There, at the kernel of what would become 

part of NASA, those pioneers were charged with 

doing the critical work of processing and ana-

lyzing aeronautical research data. With sharp  

pencils and minds, they helped engineer  

America’s path to the heavens. “Accuracy” and 

“precision” were their watchwords. Sending an 

astronaut into space was one thing—but the jour-

ney wasn’t complete until their safe return.

Precision engineering—every part with a 

purpose, everything moving forward together—

was a philosophy that these women took to 

heart. The mathematicians of Hidden Figures 

knew that they were contributing not only to the 

advance of science and engineering, but to the  

progress of people who looked like them.

These women offered their talents to our 

country in the greatest American tradition. It is 

my hope that my book and the movie will open 

our eyes to the possibility that the potential  

inside each of us—regardless of our back-

ground—might be as endless as the universe.

T H E  F O U R  P I L L A R S  O F  L U X U R Y

Margot Lee Shetterly
Author, Hidden Figures

 T HERE’S NOTHING MORE HUMAN THAN THE IMPULSE  

to travel. It was the driving force behind the space program, one of our 

country’s greatest adventures. It’s also what brought four African-American 

women trained as mathematicians to the Langley Memorial Aeronautical

T H E  S PA C E  R A C E 

THE BOOK AND FILM Hidden 
Figures tells the story of the 
unsung women who helped  
put man on the moon.
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I
t is sometimes said that bridges are the purest expression 

of the architect’s art—all structure, gloriously exposed. 

Ever since the Romans pioneered the use of arch forms 

and cement masonry, architects have been devising state-

ment-making landmarks such as the Ponte Sant’Angelo 

in Rome, the Charles Bridge in Prague and the Rialto 

Bridge in Venice. In the 19th century, the advent of steel cables gave 

rise to a new breed of icons like New York’s Brooklyn Bridge.

These days, advances in computer modeling and construction 

technology are opening up a world of possibilities, allowing design-

ers to conceive stunning, once-unimaginable spans, even taking cues 

from DNA, Möbius strips and other complex forms. Take France’s 

Millau Viaduct, which was designed by architect Norman Foster in 

close collaboration with engineer Michel Virlogeux. This monumen-

tal highway span is among the highest bridges on the planet.

Matt Carter, a bridge specialist at Arup—the engineering giant 

that has helped build everything from some of the world’s tallest su-

pertowers to an entire planned eco city in China—says that engineers 

today are using digital techniques “to model much more elaborate 

geometries.” Arup has worked on its share of superlative-inspiring 

bridges, including The Helix on Singapore’s Marina Bay, the world’s 

first curved double-helix bridge. It has become an icon for Singapore.

“There is definitely a trend toward trying to turn bridge projects 

into something more than just a bridge,” Carter explains. And often 

that’s the point, with more and more cities looking for bridges that 

will become new civic emblems. 

With improvements in material strength and construction 

methods, bridge architects are increasingly able to do more with less 

and push boundaries. The big game changer is going to be 3D print-

ing, which promises to unlock all kinds of design doors. “Instead of 

having forms constrained by the manufacturing process, 3D print-

ing allows you to create any form you like,” says Carter. Plans are 

under way for a small, 3D-printed footbridge in Amsterdam. And 

while printing a large, multifunctional bridge is still a way off, the 

dreamers are on the case, already trying to envision the unthinkable.

STEPHEN WALLIS is a New York–based writer and editor whose work has  

appeared in a number of publications.

by Stephen Wallis

BRIDGING  
Disciplines

BRIDGE DESIGN SPANS MILLENNIA. BUT NOW IT’S TAKING ON A  

NEW FORM ENTIRELY, THANKS TO MASTERS OF ENGINEERING AND 

ARCHITECTURE WHO ARE INVENTING COLOSSAL PIECES OF ART.

P R E C I S I O N  E N G I N E E R I N G

B E H I N D  T H E  S C E N E S

ARCHITECT NORMAN FOSTER’S concept 
sketch, above left, shows his plan for the Millau 
Viaduct in France. Above right: A drawing of the 
bridge compares its size to the Eiffel Tower. 
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C 
lose your eyes. Imagine that incredible con-

cert by your favorite band and the feelings it 

conjured. Pressure in the chest? Tears? Wild 

abandon? All of the above?

Sound is intimately tied to memory—

which we all experience when we hear a 

song from high school and are flown back in time to that awk-

ward first dance. It activates the part of the brain involved 

in controlling memory and processing emotions. Studies have 

shown that notes and tempo register in our brains as happy or 

sad—which is probably why the blues 

were named just that. 

Silence, too, has an impact, which 

is why some noted chefs opt for no 

manufactured noise in their vaunted 

restaurants and why actors often be-

gin a performance with 15 seconds of 

absolute quiet—to focus both the ac-

tor’s and the audience’s attention and 

put all the senses on high alert. 

Still, no one can argue that live 

music is the most trigger-happy with 

emotions, partly because it engages the senses, partly because 

it’s a communal experience—but mostly because auditorium 

acoustics are so precise. Carnegie Hall is renowned as one 

of the best venues for live music in the world: You’re sitting 

within the music, enveloped by it, not just hearing it.

Re-creating a full, immersive sound is a challenge for 

even the sharpest engineers. Kevin Voecks, acoustic tech-

nology manager of the luxury audio group at Harman, has 

spent four decades perfecting the sound that emerges from 

loudspeakers. “The idea of ‘the soundtrack of your life’ is  

enhanced when the music sounds better, because you’re hear-

ing it as the artist intended,” he says. His team works in labs 

to understand how speakers interact with the environment. 

In a car, for instance, sound can be optimized, since the area is 

confined and you know where the audience is sitting. “When 

you put sound above and behind you it has a psychological 

effect—whatever mood the music is trying to evoke, it will do 

it much more when you feel like you’re wrapped in the music.”

Even if you don’t realize it, music is messing with 

your mood everywhere. Just ask Jeremy Abrams, found-

er of Audiostiles. His company  

creates soundtracks for hotels and 

restaurants that can make a lobby a 

lounge, a business space or a party 

scene. There is a science to it—stud-

ies have shown that classical music 

induces people to spend more money,  

because of its association with high 

society—but Abrams goes with his gut 

when putting together a set list. “It’s 

like art for a restaurant,” he explains. 

“You want someone to notice a beauti-

ful painting, but you never want it to overwhelm the space.” 

For Chicago’s GT Prime steakhouse, he went for an old-school 

soundtrack of soulful and gritty rock and R&B. Meanwhile, at 

nearby Momotaro, Abrams chose electronica and alternative 

music for a dark and sleek moment.

Each space is different, each song (or lack thereof) elic-

its different emotions, but there’s no doubt that sound or the 

luxury of silence enhances your mood and your life.

HEIDI MITCHELL is a special correspondent for Travel + Leisure.

P R E C I S I O N  E N G I N E E R I N G

THIS IS YOUR BRAIN ON STEREO. A LOOK AT HOW SOUND OR THE LUXURY  

OF SILENCE CAN IMPACT YOUR MOOD—AND YOUR LIFE.

The Science of   
SOUND

by Heidi Mitchell  •  illustration by Gérard DuBois

RE-CREATING A FULL, 
IMMERSIVE SOUND 

IS A CHALLENGE FOR 
EVEN THE SHARPEST 

ENGINEERS.
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THE ROAD  
TO SERENITY

WHEN THE FOUR PILLARS OF LUXURY—EXQUISITE CRAFTSMANSHIP, DYNAMIC  
PERFORMANCE, EXCLUSIVE EXPERIENCE AND PRECISION ENGINEERING—CONVERGE, THE  

RESULT IS THE LINCOLN CONTINENTAL. IMMERSE YOURSELF IN AN EFFORTLESS RIDE. 

YOU GET TO A CERTAIN AGE, 
and you start wanting things to go your way, instead of somebody else’s. You develop 

a certain intolerance for the intolerable. Also, while you don’t have infinite resources, 

you’ve got some money now, maybe more than you ever thought you’d have. So you’re 

not reaching anymore, because you’ve reached. And at this point you want what you

want. And what you want, it turns 

out—beyond the physical objects 

you once thought were enough and 

the status you once deeply craved 

until you obtained it—is a sense of 

peace and satisfaction with exis-

tence that reaches down into your 

soul and makes something mean-

ingful out of life.

Call it serenity. The thing is, 

serenity is amazingly hard to come 

by in this world, even for those who 

have earned it. There are so many 

enemies that can drive it away. It’s 

precious. Hard won. Anything that 

helps you get to the quiet center in 

the heart of the spinning nebula be-

comes precious, too. 

I am treating myself to this 

mild spasm of philosophy while 

I sit in the mysteriously beautiful 

new Lincoln Continental in one 

mother of a cataclysmically horren-

dous traffic jam in the dark heart 

of a honking, wheezing, banging, 

teeming vortex of chaos. New York 

City. My spectacularly elegant, pre-

cisely engineered navigation system 

just told me that getting to my des-

tination—a little spot north of the 

city—will take me roughly the time 

it would require to fly to Chicago. 

Normally, I’d be howling with  

rage and pounding the roof. But 

how could I ruffle the graceful 

suede headliner above me in such 

a barbaric fashion? Of course I 

won’t. Because I actually have this 

odd feeling that I want to be wor-

thy of this car and its effortless ride, 

and not desecrate it with a classless 

temper tantrum. I rouse the voice

by Stanley Bing
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vehicle for a rigorous detailing (for what? 

I would never love it again!) and gave me 

The Car to test drive. They tell me that 

when my deep blue brand-new friend here 

needs a polish, an adjustment or a servic-

ing, an exclusive valet will 

appear again and whisk 

my high-torque steed away 

for similar treatment.  

With that fine base of 

credibility laid down like 

perfectly tended sod on 

the fairway of customer 

satisfaction, the pillars 

sprouted like stout red-

woods in the forest of be-

lief just north of the green.  

And now, it is mine. 

Mine! I suppress the 

urge to cackle with glee. 

Instead, I run my hand 

over the finely burled console. I find that 

I love this console. Can you love an inani-

mate object? Of course you can. I know a 

guy who loves his shoes. And this? This is 

easy to love. The whole exquisitely crafted 

space is festooned with glowing, finely 

tooled wood and beautiful stitching that is 

almost amorous to the touch.

So I’m not going to hit the staunchly 

forceful horn right now and scare the 

guy who just darted in front of me on a  

skateboard. Luckily, this car is equipped 

with the collision warning with pedes-

trian detection, a thoroughly innovative 

creation. I’ll just plunge back into the 

perfection of this moment, this separate 

peace imparted by the privilege of inhab-

iting this quiet and soft refuge. 

Okay, enough of that quiet, soft ref-

uge. I just found the right station and here 

comes a wall of textured sound from the 

amazing speakers all around me—and it’s 

Jimi. I saw Jimi once, before he became 

Hendrix and was still Jimmy James and 

the Blue Flames. I was 14 and had snuck 

into the city for a night to go to a club in 

the Village. He played his guitar upside 

down and behind his back and although 

he didn’t set his axe on fire that night, 

we were all totally amazed and for a long 

set, well, I can tell you there was no place 

else that anyone wanted to be. Like now, 

though to be honest, I’d rather be some-

place other than this clogged artery on 

the roadway to nowhere, but not if I had 

to leave this comfy and capacious vehicle. 

Actually, look here. The Red Sea is 

parting. I’m moving, smoothly, gracefully, 

like a great white shark cutting through 

the water on his way to the next tasty surf-

er. Come on, that’s not the right way to 

think about this fine chariot, so precisely 

engineered by craftsmen devoted to the 

concept of perfection, like the architects 

and artisans who sculpted the massive 

lost city of Petra from the stony red rock 

of the desert. Generations have passed, 

but still, there it stands, a monument to 

what a team of people can achieve when 

they have the vision and 

the will to get something 

done. Two thousand 

years ago, the engineers 

of this massive, improb-

able testament to hu-

man ingenuity designed 

a water conduit system 

that was the envy of that 

ancient world. How did 

they do that? Brilliant 

design. Exquisite planning. And a com-

mitment to getting things right.  

Which brings me to the question— 

why can’t this generation of architects and 

artisans finish a construction job in less 

command with the merest touch of a digit 

and ask it, ever so politely, to select the sat-

ellite station of my choice on the ultimate 

21st-century sound system. To my sur-

prise, it requires no repetition or coaxing 

to respond (unlike a lot of corporate exec-

utives I know). Music washes over me. My 

heart is calm. My head is clear. It’s delicate. 

It’s possibly so fragile it could vaporize in 

a heartbeat. But for the moment? I’m se-

rene. I have serenity. 

Well, what do you know. 

So who cares if I’m becalmed like a 

life raft in the middle of the maelstrom? 

I have time. I breathe. Is there anything 

more beautiful than a new car smell? Of 

all the cars I have loved and lost, to this 

very day I have never been immersed in 

anything like this. What did I do to achieve 

this miraculous state? 

I guess I have Bob to thank. It seems 

like only yesterday that this nice young 

man about 10 years younger than my son-

in-law—the consummate representative of 

Lincoln’s Pickup & Delivery service—had 

appeared at the door of my apartment 

building. Bob was promising the moon. I 

had initially been dubious, but I came to 

believe him. That’s what happens when a 

great advocate gives you a vision of what 

could be based on his own absolute con-

viction that resides in the center of his left 

ventricle. So when Bob got stars in his eyes 

and started telling me about the four pil-

lars of excellence that this new Continen-

tal is built upon, well, he had me at “hello.” 

“Precision engineering,” he began.  

“Yes?” I replied calmly. I didn’t want 

to look too easy, you know.  

“Exquisite craftsmanship." 

“Tell me more,” I said, the desire to 

acquire igniting in my veins. 

“Dynamic performance, of course,” he 

offered modestly. 

“Well,” I said judiciously, with the se-

rious demeanor of one who was keeping 

his head. But the truth is, I was a goner. 

For me, in the end, it’s all about perfor-

mance. Effort is nice in my line of work. 

But results matter. Like how this car leaps 

into action at the slightest flick of the whip. 

“…and exclusive experience,” Bob 

concluded, placing his friendly hand on 

my shoulder. 

“Prove it,” I countered. 

And so he did. Of course, the first 

thing one does when one encounters a 

vehicle like this is to circle the proposed 

acquisition, searching for clues that prove 

the urge to merge is truly upon you. All the 

signs were there as I took in the proud, 

almost pugnacious grille sporting the 

famous Lincoln star, the recessed head-

lamps, the strutting rise of the wheels, the 

subtly understated handles and mirrors 

integrated into the chrome of the exterior, 

and the full-width tail lamps. A twin pan-

oramic roof, too. 

I touched the door handle with the 

lightest of fingers, as one would perhaps 

caress a lover’s cheek, and the doorway 

to exclusive experience opened and beck-

oned me in. I stepped inside, almost but 

not quite missing the amusing welcome 

mat—a lighted icon—that is displayed 

upon entry. At that point, Bob took away 

my own sad, paltry, ancient (okay, 2015) 

L O O K I N G  A H E A D

ELEGANT DESIGN. Flawless execution. 
From its signature grille to the E-latch door 
handles, the Lincoln Continental proves that 
form and function need not be at odds.

C O M F O RT  Z O N E

EXQUISITE CRAFTSMANSHIP reveals itself in 
the luxurious hand-stitched seats and a graceful 
center console (left) with striking wood inlays.

 SHORT OF EQUIPPING THIS BABY  

WITH A HAMMOCK, I CAN’T IMAGINE  

PROVIDING ANY GREATER LEVEL OF  

COMFORT TO THE DISCERNING PASSENGER.

 EFFORT IS NICE. 

BUT RESULTS 

MATTER. LIKE 

HOW THIS CAR LEAPS 

INTO ACTION AT THE 

SLIGHTEST FLICK  

OF A WHIP.
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than 20 years? How long have they been 

working on this section of highway? My 

car wants to leap forward into a bright and 

shining future. 

Dude. Serenity. Contemplate the in-

terior of this vehicle, the spaciousness, 

the seat design and door panel controls, 

the scrumptious grilles that conceal and 

augment the ambience of the speakers, 

the discreet tambour door that covers the 

cup holders. I had a car once that didn’t 

even have any cup holders at all. How far 

I have come! For a moment, I mourn the 

fact that I don’t have a passenger in the 

backseat who could enjoy the rear console, 

bedecked with its very own phalanx of in-

struments. I behold the massive expanse 

of hood that stretches before me like the 

dark blue of a Pacific moonrise, the deep 

brown of the trim around me that is deftly 

punctuated by the gleam of silver points of 

brushed aluminum like ice clinking softly 

in a tumbler of fine bourbon. 

Since I, alas, am again landlocked, I 

gather myself and spend a good 10 min-

utes playing with the available 30-way 

Perfect Position Seat, tinkering with the 

precisely engineered controls until I get 

it just right. Short of equipping this baby 

with a hammock, I can’t imagine providing 

any greater level of comfort to the discern-

ing passenger. I set the position into the 

memory banks of the vehicle, which are 

probably more efficient than mine. 

Hey, here we go. I’ve just got to pull 

a fancy maneuver to get around a dump 

truck filled with malevolently hot asphalt—

that was easy!—and I’m on the highway. 

The Hudson River shines beneath the 

eternal George Washington Bridge, the 

entire vista lit up in the fire of the setting 

sun, and suddenly I am heading north, 

and the people are dropping away and it 

looks like I’m going to get a chance to see 

what this big brand-new hot-rod Lincoln 

can do. Because under the hood, contained 

and demure until you set them free, are a 

team of testy Lipizzaner stallions yearning 

to break for the open country.

Yes, here it is stretching before me 

now. There’s plenty of room and a respect-

able speed limit that it’s going to be tough 

not to break. A touch of the foot here. A 

small adjustment to the delicious, perfect-

ly molded steering wheel there. Now let’s 

see what you can do.  

Two hundred years ago, William 

Wordsworth wrote: “The world is too 

much with us; late and soon.” I don’t think 

there’s anybody out there who doesn’t 

know what he meant. It’s all around us, 

this world of ours, mashing us in the face 

with noise and aggravation and pollution 

and people crowding in on you wherever 

you go, and a wall of news and infotain-

ment you can’t escape. 

But here, in this temple to all that’s 

good in American design, everything drops 

away. So does the fine workmanship and 

the impeccable tech, the sensuous leather 

and the precision engineering. It all disap-

pears, and we are one, the machine and I. 

And as the pedal goes down sweetly, my 

soul expands to meet the open road and I 

feel the power of all those horses rear be-

neath me, and the four pillars of perfection 

converge into one great forward rush, and 

the ribbon of highway unfurls as I kiss the 

world and all its daily cares goodbye.

STANLEY BING, a longtime columnist for  

FORTUNE, is the author of a number of best-

selling business strategy books, including What 

Would Machiavelli Do? (HarperBusiness) and 

Throwing The Elephant: Zen and the Art of Man-

aging Up (HarperBusiness). Under his real name, 

he is also an extremely senior executive at a huge 

multinational corporation whose identity is one of 

the worst-kept secrets in business.

 HERE IN THIS TEMPLE TO ALL  

THAT’S GOOD IN AMERICAN DESIGN,  

EVERYTHING DROPS AWAY.



For more information regarding the 2017 Continental, visit Lincoln.com/continental.

E X P E R I E N C E  
T H E  L I N C O L N  W A Y

A unique range of services designed around you to make your Lincoln  

ownership experience as pleasant and effortless as possible

T O  S C H E D U L E  Y O U R  E X C L U S I V E  T E S T  D R I V E  O F  T H E  2 0 1 7  

C O N T I N E N T A L ,  C A L L  T H E  L I N C O L N  C O N C I E R G E  A T  8 0 0 - 5 2 1 - 4 1 4 0

L I N C O L N . C O M / L I N C O L N W A Y

A  D E D I C A T E D  
L I N C O L N  C O N C I E R G E  

Your concierge will answer any questions,  

no matter how small, no matter what  

time, ranging from roadside  

assistance to vehicle solutions.

T H E  L I N C O L N  WA Y  A P P
2
  

Your mobile dashboard connects you  

to services and features–like remote  

start and locking–wherever life takes you, 

providing greater flexibility and an  

enhanced owner experience. 

T H E  L I N C O L N  
E X P E R I E N C E  C E N T E R  

A gateway to exclusive events,  

vehicle demonstrations and curated  

sensory experiences that only Lincoln  

can provide awaits you. 

L I N C O L N  
P I C K U P  &  D E L I V E R Y

1
  

We will come to where you are to 

 collect your vehicle when it’s time for  

service, and provide you with a  

complimentary Lincoln loaner.

1 Pickup and delivery service is valid for owners of new 2017 model-year Lincoln vehicles.  
Service is available for retail and warranty repair. Mileage limitations may apply. See your dealer for details.  

Lincoln reserves the right to change program details at any time without obligations.  

2 An embedded modem, an optional feature on select 2015–2017 model-year vehicles,  
is required for certain features. The Lincoln Way App, compatible with select smartphone platforms,  

will be available via a download. Look for it in late 2016. Message and data rates may apply. 




